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In the following monologue, I will be profiling several of the people I write about in my 
website, by imagining I’m them whilst filling out an online socionics questionnaire. 
(Socionics is kinda like the Myers Briggs typing system, but slightly different in a way 
I don’t understand). It shouldn’t be too complicated as I made the characters up (or 
did I? Maybe they made me up :S), although I’m certainly not a trained psychiatrist. 
Then again, a lot of psychiatry seems to be pretty basic. As in ‘Why are you acting 
like that? Is that what happened to you?’ You get that a lot. If anyone says that to 
you, that’s a sign you’re dealing with a psychiatry noob. Anyway, this should be 
interesting! Let’s go!

Oh yes, I guess I need to do some explaining as to what the following letters mean… 
It may be a bit boring to you, but stick with it. I promise extreme silliness later. 

E/I: Extroverted or Introverted. Bit of no brainer, that one.
S/N: Sensing or intuitive. I think sensing means being more aware of your 
surroundings and being factual. Intuitive people are more in their own heads. And 
they’re intuitive!
F/T: Feeling or thinking. Again, fairly self-explanatory. Thinkers are more logical than 
feelers (ouch) but feelers are more people orientated. (Woo. Well, maybe I’m not so 
people orientated. A bit of a lose lose, for me, that one).
p/j: Perceiving or judging. The former are more spontaneous, the latter plan more. 
Don’t ask what that has to do with judges. Are there no spontaneous judges? 
Apparently not. Well I guess I wouldn’t want a spontaneous judge. Fair enough.

Let’s go!!

CHARACTERS FROM ONE SCREWY DAYS/WEEK

CAPTAIN MENTAL: ESFj. An excellent example of an ESFj. Despite his name that 
tragically goes back generations and was given because his ancestor fired sheep out 
of a cannon, Mental is sociable, friendly and conscientious. If only his IQ were 
higher, he could have been so much more. Luckily for ESFjs, personality types have 
nothing to do with IQ. I think. Well I guess INTjs are known for being smart, but I’ll 
get onto that later. :O

CHIEF OF POLICE: ESTj. Think I was being nice just now? Well, things get darker 
very quickly. This ESTj is very bossy and a bit of an asshole, quite frankly. I don’t 
have anything against him, but I wouldn’t want to work for him. I think he’ll constantly 
shout at me for screwing up. Only an expletive would most likely be used, instead of 
‘screwing’. Go easy on me! I don’t even want to be a policeman, do I? I’ll stick to 
writing. Writing’s fine. I wonder what would happen if I DID work for the forces. Well 
I’d get fired wouldn’t I? Are all ESTjs like the CoP? No. But I think there would 
definitely be some mutual annoyance that would go on between me and other 
‘estijusses’. :( According to theory, this is the type I get on with the very least.

CONSTABLE SMITH: INFj. Mr. Smith certainly has a very extreme personality. When 
filling out his socionics questionnaire, a lot of his traits were at the maximum level! 
Makes you wonder how he functions in some areas, at all! After testing just now, it 
seems INFj is my type, but I wouldn’t put two and two together. Or MAYBE I’m an 
INFp. Who knows? :O I really hope I am an INFp, or I’ve completely misunderstood 
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the theory of how my type interacts with others for many many years. You do 
understand how ultra-annoying that would be right? I’ve given myself another test on 
a different site and I got INFp again. Thank God for that. -_- Anyway, about Smith: 
Well he’s an idiot, isn’t he? He has absolutely no idea what’s going on around him 
and he’s REALLY incompetent. However, nice guy. Actually, I think Smith is an INFp. 
But I wouldn’t put two and two together. 

CONSTABLE MORGAN: Most likely an INFp, but just maybe an INFj. This guy is a 
far better example of the type. Not exactly a first rate policeman, but in the world of 
One Screwy Day, he’s certainly respectable.                              

EPIC DAVE: ESTp. I hate to call ESTps selfish, but this guy really is. Still, he’s a 
superhero. So who cares if he cares more about antagonising people than helping 
them? If I was mostly above the law and I could fly and leave an area super fast, 
would I insult old ladies? Well I wouldn’t would I? That’s not on. But most ESTps 
wouldn’t either, that’s what I’m trying to say, just very badly. Mike Tyson’s an ESTp, 
apparently. Just putting the thought out there. Oh, I’ve done it again! Mike is just a 
very bad example of the type, don’t be upset. I guess Epic Dave could be an ISTp, 
though. He spends most of his time alone, but only really so he can do his job. 
Getting deep, now. I’m imagining ED being the life of the party, though. Not really a 
party I’d want to go to, but that’s not the point.

KEEMA NAN: ESTp. I’ve done it again! I’m SO sorry ESTps. Don’t be too offended, 
though. According to theory, I should get along with these people the best out of all 
other types. Or is that offensive, too? Here are things to be really positive about: 
ESTps are fun thrill seekers! Very cool! But let’s face it, who does Keema Nan think 
she is? You can’t just go around hijacking space ships! Again, most ESTps don’t 
want to. :)

THE SAUSAGE ROLL KILLER: INTj. Are all INTjs evil masterminds? No, many INTjs 
are NICE masterminds. In fact, I think I read somewhere, something like ‘INTj: The 
mastermind’. Straight to it. Did I read ‘INTj: The evil mastermind’? I did not. I’m 
CERTAINLY not saying most INTjs want to dress up as sausage rolls and go on 
killing sprees. In fact I’ve never really heard of that happening. 

HENRY THE SNEAKY SALMON: INTj. Two baddies with the same type. Again. 
Sorry INTjs this time, I’m not making you look good am I? I have to say I was 
surprised he was another INTj as he’s pretty sensitive with his pet budgie obsession. 
It seems we don’t have an evil nice guy here. That would be pretty interesting. You 
can see how seriously I’m taking this monologue, can’t you?

FROM THE PODCAST:

BEN: ENFj. A refreshingly, non-freakish person, here. Great news for other ENFjs, 
but maybe he’s a little too sympathetic to James. Not all good, is it? 

DAN: ISTj. According to theory, Dan and Ben should get on like a house on fire. Like 
me and Keema Nan. Dan’s a bit a grumpy guts (is that a phrase?), but rightly so. No 
man should have to tolerate James. 
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JAMES: I first tested this person as an ISFj, which AGAIN I’m sure will offend most 
people with the same type. The truth is James is actually based on me. Maybe I 
didn’t want to admit that deep down, when I gave him the test. Who knows?? I gave 
him a test on a different site, and he got ISTp. Sorry ISTps!!!! If you’re confused how 
the same person could have such different personalities, I was thinking on the one 
he’s overly emotional (an F trait) but very insensitive (A T trait. Sorry Ts, I’m really 
putting my foot in it, aren’t I? I think that will be the final time, for now). You know 
what? Let’s just be honest and call James another INFp. Very painful to admit, but 
I’ve found the strength. 

In conclusion, if my socionics test results have been recorded by the website, there 
is going to a lot of confusion. (Unless they’ve read this monologue). How can people 
be so wacky? I’d be lying if I said I regret filling out the questionnaires! :D Powned. I 
think that’s it! Byeeee.


